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ABSTRACT 
This study aims to explain the forms of banner errors and nameplate in the City 
of Pangkalpinang, Bangka Belitung Islands to find out the factors behind the 
occurrence of errors in the use of Indonesian in the fabric range and nameplate 
in the City of Pangkalpinang, Islands. Bangka Belitung. The method used in this 
research is qualitative descriptive method. The data collection technique used is 
the triangulation technique which consists of observation, documentation, and 
interviews. The subjects in this study were all fabric ranges and nameplate in the 
city of Pangkalpinang, Bangka Belitung Islands which experienced errors in writing 
with the use of Indonesian. The results of this study are: From this level can be 
given a detailed explanation, that the errors found that consist of the use of 
foreign languages or English as much as 48%, as much as 8% of non-standard 
language, the use of abbreviated words 11%, and the use of local languages 22%, 
then the purpose of making it does not pay attention to the rules of writing. and 
almost all spandex fabric or nameplate no one gives input or criticism, it's just that 
there are some from the public who ask questions related to writing or related 
businesses. 




For the people of Indonesia, Indonesian is an important language to be mastered. 
The importance of the community to pay attention to Indonesian will result in the 
initial use of speech or behavior. The importance of Indonesian can be proven by how 
people use it in conversations with others. In Article 28 of Law No. 24 of 2009 
concerning Flags, Languages, and Symbols of the Country, as well as the National 
Anthem. That Indonesian must be used in public banner, public facilities, banners, 
and other information tools that are public services. 
Good language is the language used in its place according to who is speaking and 
with how the conditions are, as expressed [1], [2], and [3] A good language is an 
appropriate language based on the place of contact of the language, with whom the 
other person is speaking, and according to the topic of the conversation. Thus, 
language that knows the place and time to whom the other person is speaking and at 
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what time the language is used. In daily activities, national language is a good 
language to apply [4], but in language not only expressed in oral but also in writing, 
as expressed [5] and [6] the acquisition of vocabulary is essential for successful second 
language use and plays an important role in the formation of complete spoken and 
written texts. 
Society has a close relationship with the use of language, discourse, and the use of 
language that illustrates the potential [7]. Communication has a variety of good ways 
to do such as how it is delivered, what is conveyed, through what, to whom, and what 
influence. As stated by Harold Lasswell (Effendy, 2005: 10), that a good way to explain 
communication is to answer the following questions: "Who says what in which 
channel to who with what effect" or "Who conveyed, what was conveyed, through 
what, to whom, and what was the effect." 
The use of local language by Indonesian people has changed, some even think that 
using a foreign language feels better [8]. The use of foreign languages that are using 
English, the use of foreign languages that are also mixed with Indonesian is not right 
[9]. 
The use of language on information boards or span cloths and banner is a good 
informing for public [10]. Advertising on information boards and fabric ranges will 
continue to dispute and become a public concern [11]. While this form of advertising 
in modern times, with better and more efficient facilities, many people still use 
traditional advertising techniques, namely with signs and banners [12]. 
Placement of fabric in public places by the community is now a follow up to provide 
interesting information to the community [13]. Thus, the community prefers to use 
banner when delivering information quickly in a short time and cheap in terms of 
cost. As stated [14] in [15]. [16] that banners have a range of fabric containing slogans, 
propaganda, or news that the public needs to know. [17] Spread fabric is a 
promotional media that is incidental or temporary installation. This media is in the 
form of a rectangle with installation must follow the four ends and installation only 
one for each location point, [18] add writing that sets out the purpose of making the 
fabric. 
The results of observations on January 17, 2018, on Jalan Melintang Kota 
Pangkalpinang, Island Bangka Belitung, there is a restaurant signboard that uses 
writing “Cheerful Kedai Kedai Masakan Vegetarian & Non Vegetarian Maknyuss & 
Penuh Cita Rasa”. And “ Hotel Mitra Garden”, as well as the Party's Span Fabric 
bearing the language of the region “Men Ukan Kite Sape Agik Kalok Ukan Kinik 
Sebile Agik”. From some of these observations, the people of Pangkalpinang City, 
Islands. There are still some people who do not understand the correct use of 
Indonesian to express their love for Indonesia in their own country . 
To solve the problem and achieve the above objectives, this study uses the theory 
of language use error analysis. The correct use of language is what is expected by 
every language user. But on the contrary, mistakes used in language will result in 
various communication problems. Thus, to overcome the impact of the use of 
incorrect language on span cloths and nameplate, an analysis of the use of the 
Indonesian language is needed with a study entitled "Span Fabric and Signboard 
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(Case Study in Pangkalpinang City, Kepulauan Bangka Belitung). 
Achieving the discipline character of language use can be done by learning to 
understand the language itself  [19]. With education, the basic needs that are necessary 
for all walks of life are focused on writing skills [20]. Indonesian is learning that 
studies the method of reading texts in the target language is the center of activity in 
language learning [21]. Thus the character of discipline in Indonesian language also 
emphasizes how education has ever been experienced by the community. 
Actions on language related to elocutionary are presented in several types of speech 
acts, which are assertive, directive, commissive, expressive, and declarative [22]. 
Linguistic text can be applied to outdoor media, banners and other advertising media 
[23]. Good writing needs to pay attention to the correct rules [24] because it will affect 
the reader in terms of understanding [25]. 
The mistake that is often found in the use of language is the arrangement of 
sentences [26] the correct sentence must also have the purpose for whom the sentence 
was shown. [27]. Language is a form of symbolic communication. Humans need 
communication in their daily lifeto establish relationships with other humans in their 
environment [28] as human relationships with other humans there is reciprocity 
between the two as the desire or purpose of making the nameplate information. 
The formulation of the problem in this studyare: 1) What are the forms of writing 
errors in span cloth and nameplate in Pangkalpinang City, Bangka Belitung Island? 2) 
What are the factors underlying the occurrence of errors in the use of Indonesian in 
the name plate and banner in Pangkalpinang City, Bangka Belitung Islands? 
The purpose of this study is to find out the forms of writing errors in the span cloth 
and nameplate in the City of Pangkalpinang, Bangka Belitung Islands and to find out 
the factors underlying the occurrence of errors in the use of Indonesian on span cloth 
and nameplate in the City of Pangkalpinang, Kepulauan Bangka Belitung. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Methods 
The method used in this research is qualitative. Qualitative descriptive method is 
a method of inquiry aimed at solving problems based on existing conditions or what 
they are [29]. Thus all the descriptions and analyzes related to the use of Indonesian 
on the range of fabric and nameplate in the city of Pangkalpinang are based on the 
data available at the time of this research. Data collection techniques in this study are 
observation, documentation, and interview techniques. Data analysis techniques in 
this study are using content analysis techniques (content analysis), [30] and [31] 




The conception test instrument that was developed to find out the clarity and 
clarity of the writing on the fabric range and nameplate was 4 items. The test items 
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are used to select the type of language used and also the correctness of writing. Of the 
various types of languages and types of explanation, they will be explained in detail 
in the results and research. In addition to the instruments used to collect the language 
directions used, other instruments are also used such as structured interview 
instruments. Structured instruments are used to find out more deeply and extensively 
related to the writing that is on the fabric range and nameplate. So that will get 




The descriptive research procedure is a step that is used to describe, interpret a 
phenomenon, for example, conditions or relationships that exist, opinions that 
develop, using scientific procedures to answer the problem. Thus, the authors assume 
that the descriptive research method is consistent with the research carried out by the 
author. Because in this study, the author tries to describe a problem or phenomenon 
contained in the Range Cloth and Nameplate (Case Study in the City of 
Pangkalpinang, Bangka Belitung Islands). 
Data collection techniques in this study are observation, documentation, and 
interview techniques. Observations were made on the use of language on banners, 
banner, and other writing that functioned as a general communication tool. 
Documentation is done by taking a picture of a span cloth and signboard complete 
with the address and also the time of taking. Interviews were conducted with shop 
owners and business entities to obtain information about the causes of vocabulary 
errors, understanding, and levels of education on spelling, and terms on the signboard 
of the shop, hotel, foundation or business entity. Thus the researcher took a photo on 
a span cloth and a nameplate then recorded the writing and made a collection of data 
collection techniques and then reviewed it. 
 
Data Analysis 
To achieve the objectives of this study, researchers need to use the theory of error 
analysis on banner and nameplates in distric of Pangkalpinang. Data analysis 
techniques in this study are using content analysis techniques, [32] reveals the 
symbolic meaning of obscured in literary works. The intention is to express the 
message or the content of the meaning and values contained in the span cloth or 
banner that is the source of the research data. Ismawati [33] also states that content 
analysis is a research technique for making inferences by systematically and 
objectively identifying specific characteristics in a technology. The steps are as 
follows: 
1. Check notes and photos of fabric ranges and banner to make sure there are language 
errors including spelling, diction, terms, phrases, and sentences. 
2. Grouping data. The results of observations and documentation on fabric ranges and 
banner are collected in groups to facilitate analysis. 
3. Analysing errors in the use of the Indonesian language on the fabric range and 
nameplate according to the aspect of error that appears with reference to the rules 
used as theory. 
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The analysis is done by describing the deviation of the rules found on the fabric and 
the nameplate also reveals the causes of the deviation in question. Search for the 
causes of deviations of the rules taken by comparing aspects of deviations with the 
rules of language related to the problem. In addition to language attitudes, 
bilingualism, and socio-cultural community supported by the results of interviews 
with several shop owners or companies. The focus of this study is matters relating to 
spelling, terms, choice of words, phrase structure, and sentences and reasoning. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
RESULTS 
Based on the stages of the research method used in this study, this section 
presents the results and discussion of the errors found in the span fabric and 
signboard in the city of Pangkalpinang and also presents what factors are behind the 
error. 
1. Forms of Writing Errors in Banners and Nameplates in Pangkalpinang City, 
Bangka Belitung Islands 
Writing sentences on span cloths and nameplates in the city of Pangkalpinang 
find various forms, characters, layouts, and languages used. These findings 
suggest that there is a need for deeper follow-up of diversity in the use of 
language. After collecting data, the differences in the writing of the orange cloth 




Figure 1 Level of Writing Error on Banner and Nameplate 
 
Figure 1 shows the level of error in writing that is on a range of cloth and 
nameplate in a mixture in the city of Pangkalpinang. From this level can be given a 
detailed explanation, that the errors found that consist of the use of foreign languages 
or English as much as 48%, as much as 8% of non-standard language, the use of 
abbreviated words 11%, and the use of local languages 22%. Calculations that have 
been made are the results of calculations from samples that have been taken in the 
city of Pangkalpinang with errors that dominate from each span fabric and 
nameplate.  
The incorrect use of the Indonesian language on the fabric and the nameplate of 
Figure 1 which has been described in general will be explained in more detail to 
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a. Use of foreign languages or English  
The use of foreign languages on information boards such as span cloth and 
signboards should not be used if it is not accompanied by the explanation below, the 
use of foreign languages is better avoided by the correct use of Indonesian. However, 
words or sentences in foreign languages can also be used if they are foreign branches 





Table 1 Use of Foreign Languages in Banners and Nameplates 
No Sentence 
1 ICC Ica Copy Camp, photo copy, jilid (sppiral.s/c. h/c), 
laminating/press 
2 Royal Salad, creamy, fresh, healty 
3 Baby and Kids Shop, menyediakan 
pakaian/perlengkapan bayi & anak-anak 
4 House of salsada 
5 Wat arun authentic thai tea 
6 Ode’s Shop, menjual: baju bayi/anak, alat rumah tangga, 
handul, selimut, dll 
7 Maryam_13 Cell, menjual, acc hp, pulsa hp, pulsa pln, 
kartu paket. 
8 Cheerful Kedai, kedai masakan vegetarian & non 
vegetarian, maknyuss & penuh cita rasa 
9 Digital Printing & Advertising, solusi tepat media 
promosi anda 
10 Wisata-Wisata dan Perjalanan (Tours & Travel) 
11 Bigger size lebih seru 
12 Tour & travel 
 
Writing on span cloth and signboard with the use of a foreign language as shown 
in table 1 is writing that must not be used, that is, the mistake is that there are no 
supporting sentences from the main sentence so that it still raises questions, not 
italicized words that use foreign languages, and writings that use foreign languages 
not from foreign branches or foreign trademark names that already have patent. As 
said by [34] that the use of foreign languages should not be in any particular place in 
the territory of Indonesia because people  must know various considerations, the 
word used is part of the original brand that is recognized by the advertising agency 
or the word from the branch of products outside Indonesia. 
b. Non-standard word writing 
Indonesian language writing must be in accordance with the writing rules set 
by the large Indonesian dictionary , so that if there is a composition of letters that 
are not appropriate then the word or sentence is considered wrong. As found in 
the writing of the banner and nameplate in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Writing Nonstandard Words on 
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The writing on the banners and name plate found does not use Indonesian words 
that are good and right. Discussing further about the non-standard use of Indonesian 
language in the fabric span and signboards, there need attention when making it for 
example: pharmacy that should be a pharmacy, now that should now, a photocopy 
that should be photocopied, who should provide, and kampong should be the village. 
This was also conveyed [35] that the use of language in the context of Indonesian must 
be in accordance with Indonesian rules in the form of standard Indonesian words.  
c. Use of Abbreviations 
The use of words or sentences with abbreviations, of course, if read by ordinary 
people or the general public certainly does not necessarily understand if there is no 
extension or meaning of the abbreviation. From the results of data collection, there 
are abbreviations that are not explained in the fabric range and nameplate.  
 








Sentences abbreviations found are abbreviations in which the meaning of the 
abbreviation is not given. Explanation on the fabric and the nameplate must be given 
because not everyone understands the meaning of the word abbreviation. It was also 
conveyed by the Ministry of National Education [36] that word abbreviations can be 
used if there is an explanation in it so that the reader can understand the purpose of 
the abbreviation. 
d. Use of Regional Languages 
The use of language that is displayed for the common people in the country of 
Indonesia must, of course, be able to be understood for the Indonesian people 
themselves, so it does not use regional languages that can be understood by the 
people of the region itself. As found and can be seen in the following table. 
 
Table 4: Use of Regional Languages in Banners and Nameplates 
No Sentence 
1 Mak Ngah 
2 Mpok kite 
3 Mari kite, Men ukan kite sape agik kalok ukan kinik 
sebile agik 
 
The sentences used on range cloths and nameplate with the use of regional 
languages are not true if intended for all the general public, because it will not convey 
the message or the intent of making of the cloths and nameplate. Thus the sentence 
found is the wrong writing on the fabric range and nameplate.  
2. The causal factors of errors of Errors in the Use of Indonesian Language on 
Banners and Nameplates in Pangkal Pinang City 
The use of the Indonesian language in range cloth and signboard can be 
explainedregarding the writing in the cloth range and signboard itself in the city of 
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Pangkalpinang. Based on interviews related to the understanding of the writing on 
the nameplate or on the fabric, the researcher can conclude that most of the fabric 
owners or the signboard understand or understand the meaning of the text listed so 
that the owner of the fabric and the nameplate can read as well can provide an 
explanation related to the writing on the fabric and the nameplate. 
Based on the results of the most relevant interviews the level of education of 
the owner of the range cloth or signboard can be concluded by the writer, that the 
level of education available to banner owners is more on the bachelor degree, but 
there are also banner owners with high school and master background. Thus the 
whole of the owner of a banner of cloth or nameplate once occupied a school so that 
at least they can read and can understand the meaning of writing cloth or span cloth. 
Furthermore, Almost all banners or signage are displayed, there is no input or 
criticism from the public, there are only a few from the community who ask questions 
related to writing. Thus the enthusiasm or interest of the community with banners 
and nameplates is still lacking. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Forms of Writing Error in Banners and Nameplates in Pangkalpinang City, Island 
Bangka Belitung that the form of mistakes that are often done is in writing sentences 
in foreign languages, the use of non-standard words, the use of abbreviated words 
that are not given an explanation, and the use of local languages. Hadi [37] revealed 
the use of language in writing there are provisions for the use of languages in public 
places, such as on signboards, span cloths, and billboards that are good and correct 
Indonesian. 
The sentences used on range cloths and nameplate with the use of regional 
languages are not true if intended for all the general public, because it will not convey 
the message or the intent of making of the cloths and nameplate. Thus the sentence 
found is the wrong writing on the fabric range and nameplate. This was also conveyed 
by the Ministry of National Education [38] that the use of the Indonesian language 
must adjust the place and time accordingly. 
Based on the results of the most relevant interviews the level of education of the 
owner of the range cloth or signboard can be concluded by the writer, that the level of 
education available to banner owners is more on the bachelor degree, but there are 
also banner owners with high school and master background. this was also conveyed 
[39] education would support the knowledge and experience of what was done, 




Based on the research findings and conclusions of this journal, the following 
suggestions can be given, From this level can be given a detailed explanation, that the 
errors found that consist of the use of foreign languages or English as much as 48%, 
as much as 8% of non-standard language, the use of abbreviated words 11%, and the 
use of local languages 22%, then the purpose of making it does not pay attention to 
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the rules of writing. and almost all spandex fabric or nameplate no one gives input or 
criticism, it's just that there are some from the public who ask questions related to 
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